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Seated-Bust Transitional Half Dollars

By
Randall E. Wiley

Previous articles in the journal have exposed many transitional varieties

within the Liberty Seated coin series which were virtually unknown to nnost

collectors. It is not surprising that these varieties have remained unknown

when you consider the subtile nature of some of the design changes. In

Issue #6, for example, the distinguishing characteristic of the new reverse

hub for the 1865 quarter was an eagle's eye which was convex instead of

concave. In my area of specialization, Liberty Seated half dollars, I have

seen mention of transitional reverse hubs in both the Civil War era around

1860 (I have found the new hub as early as 1858) and the Centennial era

around 1876.

In contrast, some major transitional type varieties such as the 1873 "no

arrows", the 1866-S "no motto" and possibly the rare 1853-0 "no arrows or

rays" have been well documented for some time. Likewise, the 1839 "no

drapery" is well documented and enjoys the status of a one-year type coin.

This brings me to the topic coin, the 1840 Liberty Seated half dollar with a

reverse of the Bust half dollar type minted during 1838-39. I shall refer to

this coin as 1840-R38.

Apparently, the 1840-R38 has also been documented for some time, but

for some reason, it doesn 't seem to command the status of any of the above
mentioned coins. In fact, my Whitman coin album for the series (long since

disregarded) has a slot marked for the 1845-0 "no drapery" and none for the

1840-R38. I guess the 1840-R38 could be included in one of the 8 slots in the

back marked "other varieties". In my opinion, lapped die varieties which
exist for a very wide range of Seated dates should be at the bottom of every

collector's variety status list. In this vein, I feel that the small o mintmark
found on the no drapery variety of the 1845-0 is much more significant than

the lapped-off drapery feature. It is unfortunate that commercial products

such as the Whitman album with their considerable influence sometimes
erroneously advise collectors as to which coins should be important for their

collections.

Even though its origin may have been by error rather than design, I re-

gard the 1840-R38 much the same as a pattern which inadvertently became
circulated (I understand that the 1836 reeded edge half dollar is actually a
pattern although the mintage was 1,200). Certainly, the 1840-R38 is as
deserving of the status of a one-year type coin as the 1839 "no drapery". I

find the slight modifications to the drapery and rock in 1839 to be rather in-

significant when compared to the dramatic appearance of a bust reverse on
a seated coin.
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If you think that I am stretching my point by calling the 1840-R38 dramat-
ic, I invite you to examine the coin with attention to the following features:

1 . A larger eagle - a larger shield is very evident.

2. The legend is punched in medium letters vice the small letters used
in 1841 or the large letters used in 1843.

3. There are three "feathered" shafts vice two with a larger feather tip

showing below the olive branch. Also, the arrowheads are smaller.

4. The upper bud on the olive branch is in a different location.

5. The wing tips are more slender and spaced above the other devices.

6. The eagle's talons are open, and the eagle has a tongue in his beak.

Now, in retrospeck, I have to smile as I recall the many times I studied

1840 reverses trying to determine if any of them had medium letters, the

only distinguishing feature of which 1 was then aware. Ironically, I had
been looking at an example of the 1838 reverse in context with seated half

dollars for years without knowing it. Page 159 of Jim Ruddy's "Photo-

grade" displays the reverse grading plates for Liberty Seated half dollars (I

have the 1970 hardbound printing. Refer to page 87 of the new revised edi-

tion.). The EXTREMELY FINE reverse plate is of the style of a Bust half

dollar of the 1838-39 type. I contend that this plate is that of a Bust half dol-

lar which was erroneously used in the Seated half dollar section of the book.

It is possible that this plate is an 1840-R38, but I doubt it because the plate

shows no evidence of the extensive die cracks always found on the 1840-

R38.

"A Register of Half Dollar Die Varieties and Sub-Varieties" by M. L.

Beistle has the Bust reverse of 1839 listed for three different 1840 obverses.

Beistle lab describes Reverse B as follows:

"Rev. B. Reverse of 1839. Large eagle and large letters in

the legend. A heavy die crack runs from the edge, along the

lower stand of the last A in AMERICA, to the edge of the

shield, near the center, and down to the lower end of the

shield. Another runs from the end of the second vertical

stripe on the left, down through the stand of F in HALF, to

the edge. Still another runs from the edge of the shield on

the right, straight through the right claw, and the center of

stand of L in HALF, to the edge. Very rare."

Beistle's description of the third die crack is wrong. This die crack runs

through the L in DOL vice HALF. Beistle 2B lists a second obverse paired

with this same reverse. Beistle 5Ba lists a third obverse paired with a later

die state of this reverse. Beistle describes Reverse Ba as follows:

"Rev. Ba. Same as letter B, with the exception of another

die crack from the lower point of the shield, up across the

right wing and out to the edge through the first T in

STATES. A large smooth space located above the left claw

and the olive stem, and it is void of all feathers. Very rare."
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1840 HALF, REVERSE OF 1838, MEDIUM LETTERS

1840 HALF, SMALL LETTER REVERSE



Beistle's description of this fourth die crack is also wrong. By his own
definition, Beistle's descriptions are referenced to the point of view of the

spectator and not the coin. Accordingly, the die crack runs across the left

wing and not the right wing. Also, the crack originates at the nock of the

upper arrow and not from the lower point of the shield.

The above corrections are based on observations of an 1840-R38 which I

own that is a later die state than Beistle Ba. My coin shows no evidence of

the smooth space which Beistle mentions. Additionally, the first die crack

described by Beistle proceeds beyond the lower point of the shield and in-

tersects the second die crack in the area of the feathers on the upper arrow,

and the second die crack is now extended up the second vertical stripe on

the left (actually the first stripe in the second group of three) from which it

snakes up and to the right across the horizontal stripes to the top center

point of the shield, across the eagle's neck and beak to the bottom right

stand of A in STATES, and finally to the top center of T and across the top of

E and S to the rim. A fifth die crack branches off the second crack at the

third horizontal stripe from the top of the shield, and it proceeds along the

top of the right wing and through the lower right stand of M to the rim. A
sixth die crack connects the fifth crack near the top right point of the shield

to the first crack in the field below the right wing. There are also fine die

cracks from the left wing tip to the rim and down the left leg and through the

right side of H to the rim. Finally, there are cracks connecting various let-

ters of the legend to the rim including TED S, OF and ERIC.

1840 HALF, REVERSE OF 1838. NOTE EAGLE'S CLAWS, BERRIES,

THETHREE FEATHERED SHAFTS AND THE DIE CRACKS.



My 1840-R38 shows evidence of die clashing in the recessed area of the

reverse shield as well as over the right wing and under the left wing. I

can't positively associate my obverse with either of the three Beistle ob-

verses. On mine, the 1 in the date is high and appears to lean right, most

of the stars are recut, and there are clash marks at the elbow parallel to a

partial drapery.

I find it hard to believe that a shattered die leftover from an earlier type

could have been paired with and survived three or four new obverses, none

of which are reported to have been cracked. Surely, this reverse, which is

unknown without cracks, could not have produced more than 40 or 50 thou-

sand pieces if indeed that many.
Examples of the 1840-R38 seem to be available although they appear less

frequently than the 1866-S "no motto" and the 1839 "no drapery". How-
ever, if collector interest was proportional to the importance of the coin, I

think that the 1840-R38 would become quite scarce.

Recently, I wrote to David Bowers concerning his question and answer
column in the "Rare Coin Review" published by Bowers and Ruddy Gal-

leries, Inc. In addition to asking about the significance of the 1840-R38 as a
type coin and about Mr. Ruddy's possible error in "Photograde", I asked
about using the description of a coin featured in several of his reviews and
finally in one of his auction catalogs. This coin was an 1839 Bust half dollar

with a "small letters" reverse of the type used for 1839-41 Liberty Seated
coins, and it could be considered to be a transitional cousin to the 1840-R38.
Thanks to David Bowers, a description of this coin as it appeared in Bowers
and Ruddy "Rare Coin Review No. 25" in the spring of 1976 is provided as
follows:

1839 Bust type half dollar with shiall letters reverse (as used
on 1839-1841 Liberty seated coins). This coin, unique to our
knowledge, is from our great Scott Collection auction sale.

Discovered in recent years, the piece is presently unlisted in

the Guide Book of U.S. Coins, Scott's Encyclopedia of U.S.
Coins, and in other standard references.

The obverse is that of the standard 1839 draped bust style.

The reverse, however, does not employ the usual reverse
found on this style but, rather, has the small-letters reverse
as used with Liberty Seated half dollars 1839-1841. Unlike
the regular 1839 bust type half dollar reverse, the 1839-1841
has a smaller and more delicate eagle and has smaller letters

around the periphery.

While the exact circumstances of coinage will never be
known, we presume that during the changeover from bust
type half dollars to Liberty Seated half dollars at the Phila-
delphia Mint in 1839, a die of the new small-letters small-
eagle style was inadvertently used in combination with an
old-style bust type obverse die.
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The coin is struck from genuine dies on a standard 208-
grain plancliet (present weight, due to siight wear, is 204.8
grains; still well above the later 192-grain standard). That it

was inadvertently made for circulation and not as a pattern

striking is evidenced by the following considerations:

1. Patterns of the year 1839 are well documented, and
this variety is not among them.

2. Patterns of this year were all struck in Proof condition

and with full Proof characteristics-including very pro-

nounced and sharp rims~which this coin does not pos-

sess.

3. The present coin is in Very Fine grade (with some sur-

face marks) and was apparently released into circula-

tion to serve as a currency medium.
Another consideration could be that it was produced at the

Mint in later years as a curiosity or rarity for collectors. This

possibility is definitely ruled out by the fact that it was struck

on a 208-grain planchet, whereas other known restrikes of

1838, 1839, and contemporary half dollar pattern rarities are

on lightweight post-1852 192-grain planchets.

So, we have the confirmation that the coin was struck at

the Philadelphia Mint during the 1837-1852 period in which

208-grain planchets were standard. As we have not a wisp of

evidence to the contrary, we assume that it was issued in the

year indicated, 1839. That the coin was issued for circulation

seems beyond a doubt.

Thus, the present coin is one of the greatest rarities in the

half dollar series. In fact, to our knowledge it is unique. De-

spite all of the publicity given to this piece in the Scott Col-

lection sale and despite the fact that early half dollars have

been an intense field of study for many years, no other speci-

men has ever come to light.

We consider it to be a potentially six-figure coin. Right

now It is yours for 12,500.00

This coin was listed in several issues of the "Rare Coin Review" during

1976-77 where its price ranged from $14,950 to $7,500. Potential buyers

were apparently skeptical of the worth of this coin as it only brought $1 ,600

when it was sold as lot 2650 during the Bowers and Ruddy public auction of

the Roy Harte collection in November of 1977.

I have provided a photo of my 1840-R38. Perhaps some dedicated mem-
ber will now be able to discover evidence of use of the 1840-R38 reverse

previous to any known (possibly even paired with the normal Bust obverse).

Likewise, a good possibility exists that the small letter reverse used with the

"unique" 1839 Bust half dollar was subsequently used as intended with a

Seated obverse. Happy hunting.
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This is the first chance I 've had to run an ad in the Journal since join-

ing the Navy. I 've been all over the country the past 16 months and

am just now returning back home. Those who have dealt with me from

my earlier ads know that my grading is more than fair. I look forward

to hearing from my old friends again and hope also to make some new

ones.

QUARTERS

1841-0 AU-50somesoftnessof strike, call it XF $135

1843-0 AU-50 minor cleaning, call it XF-AU 165

1844 AU-50 very lustrous - some minor marks 145

1844-0 AU-50 some luster - nice 225

1844-0 XF-AU grainy surfaces - still XF 65

1845 Fine 15

1848 AU-50 lustrous - nice 225
1850-0 Fine 35

1851 AU-50 250

1851 Fine, several light obverse scratches - still VG 16

1851-0 VF-XF, an X in the obverse field, call it Fine 115
1854-0 BU-60, full luster but numerous tiny contact marks 795
1858-0 XF-45+ 115
1858-0 AU-50 185
1 858-0 VF + , some minor scratches, still nearly VF 22
1860-0 VF-XF 50
1861 AU-55+ beautiful original toning, reverse is Ch. BU, some

obv. friction keeps this from Ch. BU-ex Stack's Coffey sale. .395

1862-S VF-XF lightly cleaned, some luster remains-ex 1976 ANA sale. 90
1866-S VF ex 1976 ANA sale 175
1867-S Grey toned XF - rarely seen above VF 250
1867-S VF (2) each at 130
1867-S F-VF (4) each at 105
1867-S Fine, minor scratch -Still Fine 75
1870 XF - some minor obverse marks - still VF-XF 70
1875-CC AU-50, typical strike, lightly cleaned, still XF-AU 245
1883 CH BU-60 + /65 + blazing luster, lightly toned, full strike ... 795
1886 UNC-60 lustrous & somewhat P-L, a reverse stain and mint

made flaw on Liberty 's arm, still exceptional surfaces 575

BRIAN KEEFE
1085 Race Brook Rd.

Woodbridge, Ct. 06525
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CRYSTAL COIN SHOP, INC.

349 Main Street - P.O. Box 234

Wakefield, Massachusetts, 01880

PRESENTS A NICE SELECTION OF SEATED COINAGE, HALF
DIMES THROUGH HALF DOLLARS. FIRST OFFERING FROM A
LARGE NEW ENGLAND ESTATE THAT WE HAVE JUST PUR-
CHASED.

HALF DIMES
1837 Large Date Good 25.00

1840 No Drapery Fine 9.50

1840 No Drapery XF 55.00

1841 XF 37.00

1844 Nice XF 44.00

1845 XF/AU 45.00

1845/45 XF . . . . ; 35.00

1846 About Good 50.00

1847 XF 35.00

1848 Large Date XF 52.00

1853 Arrows XF 32.00

1853 No Arrows Fine 31.00

1855-0 Fine 17.50

1856 Blue Toning XF 31.00

1856-0 AU 85.00

1856-0 CHBU 450.00

1857 AU 90.00

1857-0 XF/AU 60.00

1858 Over Inverted Date

Fine 55.00

1862 AU 52.00

1868-8 AU 85.00

1869-S AU 85.00

1871-S Fine 32.00

DIMES
1837 No Stars Fine 55.00

1838-0 G/VG 30.00

1839-0 VG 6.50

1841-0 Fine 20.00

1842-0 Fine 7.00

1845-0 Good 21.00

1849-0 VG/F 18.00

1850 VF 25.00

1851-0 Fine 11.00

1853 Arrows XF 39.00

1857-0 Fine 10.00

1860 XF 20.00

1867-S Fine 23.00

1869-S Fine 13.00

1876 XF 18.00

1884-S Fine 16.00

1887 XF 21.00

1888 XF 21.00

1891 XF 21.00

1891-S XF 22.50

QUARTERS
841 AU 175.00
844 XF 63.00
844-0 XF 55.00
848 Double Date VF 48.00

853 V2 VF 48.00

853 V2 BU MS60 925.00

853 V2 XF 80.00

854 XF 19.00

857 AU 70.00

858 XF 48.00
859 OH BU 495.00
860 Prooflike UNC 425.00
868-S AU 175.00
875-S XF 60.00

876 VF PLUS 25.00

876-S BU MS60 275.00

876-CC XF 40.00

876-CCVF 20.00

880 Prooflike CHBU 650.00

886 Proof 495.00

890 VG 55.00

891-0 VF 245.00

HALF DOLLARS
845 AU 200.00

845 VF 30.00

853 Arrows and Rays VF . .65.00

854-0 XF 55.00

856-0 AU 115.00

856-0 XF 40.00

861 VF 28.00

873 Fine 21.00

873 XF 39.00

874-S VG 32.00

877 XF 39.00

LSCC #340

WE SOLICIT WANT LISTS

MASS. CUSTOMERS, Please

add 5% Sales Tax.

PLEASE ADD $1.00 POST-
AGE ON ALL ORDERS.
10 DAY RETURN -

Pfione 617-245-0070
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Another 1849-0 Dime with Rotated Reverse

by
Kenneth R. Hill

I recently bought an 1849-0 dime by mail bid from Kagin 's Central States

Auction of May 12-14, 1978. It was lot #286 and was described as follows:

1849/1849-0 Small o XF-40. Unlisted in Ahwash. Very unusual and rare

variety - Reverse rotated 45°

This variety is actually the 1849/184-0 Small o variety pictured as Obv. 1 on

page 27 of Issue #8 in the Journal. The obverse of this variety is also listed

as OBVERSE 3, Small o, Recut 8 on page 98 of Mr. Ahwash 's book. His

plate coin does not show some of the detail in the date due to the rough sur-

face of his coin. I feel that the spur mentioned in his description on the left

of the upright of the 1 is actually part of a recut 1

.

The reverse of my coin is rotated clockwise through 45 degrees using the

terms described in the Journal. Stars 8 through 13 to the right of the Seated

Liberty are flatly struck as are the upper left leaves on the reverse wreath.

Editors Note -

This piece reported by Kenneth Hill is the third variety of the 1849-0 dime
to appear with a rotated reverse. The two earlier pieces were listed on page
32 of Issue #12 and on page 29 of Issue #9. Using the obverse and reverse

descriptions of the 1849-0 dime described by Larry Ward on page 26 of Issue

#8, the three varieties with rotated reverses are 1-A, 2-A and 3-B. What-
ever the problem was that produced these rotated reverse errors, it would
appear that it went undetected for a good while.

r

1849/1849-0 Dime.
Reverse Rotated Clockwise through 45 degrees.
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The 1856-S Quarter

by

Kamal M. Ahwash

This is a little study of three different reverse dies of the 1856-S quarter.

All look alike? Hardly. Variety 1 has the mintmark to the left and high over

the R in QUAR. Variety 2 has the mintmark high and to the right over the

space between the R and D. Variety 3 is a quaint little variety and also quite

rare, it is, of course, the 1856-S Large S over Small s. It is easily recog-

nized, even in VG, by the protruding small s at the lower right part of the

large S. The value (QUAR. DOL.) is also doubled on all specimens that I

have seen of this variety. The highest grade that I have seen for the 1856-S

Large S over Small s has been an XF.

1856-S Quarter, Variety 1 , Mintmark Left.
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m
1856-S Quarter, Variety 2, Mintmark Right

It

1856-S Quarter, Variety 3, Large S over Smal
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ALL DATES AND GRADES

LIBERTY SEATED COINS

BOUGHT - SOLD - APPRAISED
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AUCTIONS CONDUCTED

Our representatives will travel

Anywhere in the World!
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LIBERTY SEATED
COLLECTORS CLUB

Publishers of the GOBRECHT JOURNAL

FROM THE PRESIDENT

The letterhead presented on this page was approved as the official design

of LSCC at the Annual meeting of the club in Houston in August. I particu-

larly want to thank Ron Severa for preparing the drawings that were eventu-

ally used in preparation of the accepted design. His original work was

modified slightly to achieve the final design but the work is essentially his. I

also want to recognize the effort made by Jim Snell who submitted several

drawings for consideration by the club. His designs were similar to the one

adopted and gave us several options to consider before making a final de-

cision.

Club dues for this year have again been set at $5 per member. Increases

in costs for printing and postage during the year have been partially offset

by an increase in the number of club members but the year end balance is

less than it was a year ago. Continued growth of the club will be necessary

to keep the dues at their present level. Current costs to print the Journal

come to about $2 per copy. Expansion of the size of each issue would cost

even more but at this time additional funds would not lead to an increase in

size of the issues. The fact is that everything that is being submitted to the

Journal for publication is now appearing in the issues. Increases in the size

of the publication to a large extent will depend upon the efforts of individual

members in preparing articles for publication. I will continue to raise ques-
tions on a variety of topics but need the contributions of club members to

make the Gobrecht Journal a quality publication on Seated coinage.

The reaction to several slide programs that we have given on Seated coins
has been very positive. We are now studying the possibility of preparing a
slide program or a series of such programs as educational programs at local

meetings of coin clubs. Materials could be prepared and shipped to club
members who wished to make a presentation at the local level. Such pro-
grams would help inform the general collector about Seated coinage and
help inform others about the activities of LSCC. This effort is still in the
planning stage but there seems to be enough interest to warrant continued
work on the idea. It is also possible that slides of Seated coins could be sold
to individual collectors but this would be more difficult to implement be-
cause of the continual need for quality pictures of the items requested.
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THE DOUBLED DIE 1872 HALF DIME
by

Chuck and Marian Leber

The strongly doubled "OF AMERICA" on one variety of the 1876-00
dime, pictured on the cover of Issues #4 to #6 of the Journal, showed us the

big difference between a strongly doubled die and the fairly common recut-

ting of the letters in the obverse legend on many Seated coins. Since ob-

serving this variety we have had a renewed interest in scrutinizing the

obverse legends of Liberty Seated dimes and half dimes and recently were
able to acquire an 1872 half dime with the entire obverse legend strongly

doubled. The letters of UNITED STATES OF AMERICA show very dramat-

ic doubling with the shift in the lettering on the 1872 half dime even greater

than that on the 1876-00 dime.



Valentine makes no mention of this 1872 doubled die. Neil variety #1 in

the Quarterman reprint states "Letters of UNITED and AMERICA seem to

have been retouched". This certainly does not describe the strong doubling

of the whole legend.

One notable characteristic of the doubled legend is in the left stem of N in

UNITED. This stem seems to have been detached from its regular connec-

tion at the top of the letter and runs from the base directly into the diagonal

of the N. There also appears to be an accumulation of extra metal on the left

side of the banner on the obverse shield. This same characteristic shows on

the lower left portion of the shield making it appear that this was quite a

rusty die. In this variety the date slopes down slightly, with the 1 and 8 very

close but not touching. The 8, 7, and 2 are evenly spaced, the pendant is to

the right of center of the 7 and the tip of the shield is just to the left of the

flag of the 1. On the reverse the ribbon ends do not touch the wreath.
There is a faint die crack connecting the wheat grains at 12 o'clock.

Is it possible that this doubled die 1872 half dime is fairly common, but
not yet recognized? Has it been written up somewhere in a catalog? Is it

similar to the 1876-CC doubled die dime in rarity as it is in appearance?
Can anyone shed any more light on this interesting and unusual variety?
The pictures of the 1872 doubled die half dime were taken by Gordon

Harnack.

1872 Half Dime, Doubled
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



Congratulations to all the officers of this club
who do such a fine job of providing an absorbing journal

for Seated material devotees
S. Altman
LSCC #73

ONCE IN A LIFETIME SALE

There always comes a time when you have to sell coins you'd rather

keep at prices equal to or less than your buy prices in other circum-

stances. Now is one of those times; and I wish to give my friends in

LSCC first crack at filling some of those more difficult holes. All coins

are one of a kind and second choices would be advisable. Dimes are

attributed according to Ahwash.

Grading - ANA standards; 10-day return for any reason.

Happy Hunting —
Bill Carpenter LSCC #70

P.O. Box U-1781

University of South Alabama
Mobile, Alabama 36688

Telephone 205-649-2631

HALF DIME
1858/ Inverted 1858 VG-10+ $24.00

DIMES

1838 Lg.Stars Obv. A-3,

Rev. A-5F-12+ 11.50

1838 Lg.StarsA-4VF.25/30. .79.00

1839 A-3 Ch. AU-55, circular

mark on obverse . . . 20.00

1839 A-4VF-25 20.00

1839-0 Lg.ORecut A-3 VG-8 . . .17.00

1839-0 Large 0 Shattered Rev. A-6

early die state - not

shattered VF-20 Lite obv

scratches 32.00

1840 N/Drap.A.2VF-25/30 . .12.50

1840-0 Small 0 A-3 VG-10 15.00

1845-0 G-VG-6 13.00

1846 A-1 Abt F-10+ 49.00

1847 A-3F-12 18.50

1848 A-2F-12 9.00

1849-0 Small 0 A-3 VF-20
Rough surfaces . . . .7.50

1856-0 Large 0, 56 Recut Down A-3

VG-10 25.00

1858-0 VF-20 22.00

1859-0 Medium 0 A-2VG/F-10 . .9.00

1870-S Very weak S mintmark
VF-20 75.00

1871 A-1VF/XF-35+ 16.00

1871-CC F-VF-15+ porous and some
scratches 225.00

1873 N/Arr. Closed 3, A-2

XF-45 25.00

1878-CC Var. 1 A-2 Obv VG-F-10 +
Rev. G-4 19.00

1889-S A-3AG-G-3 4.25

Package Deal;

All above Seated Dimes and Half Dime for just $600.00 - Separately

would cost $748.25. Call quickly on this If Interested.
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QUARTERS
1839 N/Drap. VF-20 30.00

1840-0 N/Drap. VF-25 35.00

1840-0 W/Drap. AU-50+ Very lite

field scratches - hardly show
110.00

1840-0 W/Drap. F-VF-15+ . . . .25.00

1844 VG-8 7.50

1844-0 Abt. VF-15+ 20.00

1 847 Perfect Date F-VF-1

5

rim ding 12.00

1849-0 THE KEY- AG-3 everything

clear, just wear 195.00

1850-0 FR-AG-2 3.75

1851 AG-G-3 6.75

1853 Arr/Rays VF-25/30 20.00

1853-0 Abt. F-10+ 10.00

1854 VF-30/25, very lite field

scratches 13.00

1855 F-15 13.00

1855-S G-4, scratches 15.00

1856 VF-20 14.00

1856-S Barely G-4 19.00

1856-S Lg S over Sm s AG-3 34.50

1857-S VG-8 32.00

1858 Ch.BU Obv60, Rev60+

+

177.00

1858-0 F-VF-1 5 15.00

1858-S AbtF-10+ 37.50

1858-S Barely G-4 22.00

1 859-S F-1 2 Slightly Porous 42.00

1860 F-VF-15+ li.OO

1861-S VG-8 32.00

HALVES
1847-0 XF-40 42.00

1866 VG-8 12.00

1871-CCObv. AG-3, Rev.G-4 . . . .22.00

DOLLARS
1 859-S Good-6 light field

scratches 72.00

QUARTERS
1862 Ch.AU-55 + Proof like . . .89.00

1865 G-6 27.00

1865-S VF-30 Sm. Dig Obv.

Field 49.00

1869-S VG-10 36.00

1869-S Obv G-4, Rev Fair- AG-2 .13.00

1871-S Very hard to find AG-3
everything clear, just

wear 69.00

1872 G-4 6.00

1872-CC ANOTHER KEY Obv G-VG-6
Rev AG-3 195.00

1873 N/ Arrows Open 3

G-VG-6 17.50

1873-S Smalls, VG-8 19.00

1874 W/Arr. G-40bv. Scratch . .4.75

1874-S Micro, s G-6 Obv.

Scratches 11.75

1875 XF-40 Obv. Scratches . . .15.00

1875-CC VG-8 Obv. VG-8,

Rev. G-4 39.00

1875-S Large S, Obv VG-8,

Rev. AG-3 7.50

1875-S Smalls, F-VF-15+ 15.00

1876 VG-10 6.50

1878 F-VF-15+ 10.50

1879 Obv.G-4,Rev.Fr-AG-2 . . .36.00

1880 Obv. VG-10,

Rev. AG-G-3 + 55.00

1881 Obv. VG-10,

Rev. AG-G-3 + 55.00

1883 Obv.G-4, Rev. Fr-2 32.00

1884 Obv.G-4, Rev. AG-3 49.00

1888-S CHAU-50+ 85.00

1891 F-15+ 9.00

Bill Carpenter LSCC #70
P.O. Box U-1781

University of South Alabama
Mobile, Alabama 36688
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LIBERTY SEATED COINS
FROM MISAMIR COMPANY

1843-0 Dime VF-30 .

,

. . .$235

1847 Dime XF-45 + . . .$175

1848 Half XF-40 . . .

.

. .$175

1868 Half XF-45 . . .

.

, . .$180

The above are nice, properly graded coins. There is a full 14 day re-

turn privilege which we don't think you will use since we have never

had a mail order returned.

Thanl( you.

BUYING BUYING BUYING
The following coins are WANTED in ANY grade:

HALF DIMES: 1844-0, 1853-0 N.A.

DIMES: 1866, 1871-CC, 1873-CC, 1874-CC

QUARTERS: 1842-O.S.D., 1847-0, 1870-CC

HALVES: 1842-O.S.D., 1855-S, 1870-CC, 1874-CC, 1878-CC, 1878-S

Call, Write Or Ship For Our Offer

MISAMIR COMPANY
P.O. Box 166

Auburn, Ma. 01501

Tel. 617-754-3337

Member A.N.A., L.S.C.C., W.C.N.S.
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AT THE ANA, HOUSTON 1978

For the Seated collector the most significant event of the recent ANA
Convention in Houston, Texas was the appearance of an 1870-S half dime.

This date, previously unknown to the numismatic community, was on dis-

play at the RARCOA table. The coin has been examined by Walter Breen

and Kam Ahwash and has been declared genuine by these experts. Accord-

ing to Kam Ahwash, the piece possesses all the proper die characteristics

for a coin minted at the San Francisco mint in 1870. He reports that the

specimen has the characteristic San Francisco reeding and the reverse used

in striking the 1871-S half dimes of the following year. The piece is a beauti-

fully toned golden UNC and a treasure for even the most discriminating col-

lector. It is truly remarkable that such a coin would go unrecorded in numis-

matic circles for 108 years but goes to show that there are still many things

left to be learned about our Seated coinage of the 19th century.

A number of other choice Seated coins were also seen at the convention.

Notable among them was a brilliant uncirculated 1871-CC quarter. This

date is particularly interesting because some parts of the date are triple

punched into the obverse die. In this choice condition the error in the date

is quite evident and extremely interesting. Another coin seen at the con-

vention was a beautifully toned 1878-S half dollar in XF condition. This

piece was purchased by a club member and would certainly be a prized ad-

dition to any collection of Seated halves.

In the dime series there was an 1874-CC in VF condition on the floor of

the convention. The coin showed some evidence of being repaired on the

obverse but still overall was a nice specimen of this rarity. At least it was
genuine which leads me to a problem that has developed recently with the

appearance of several fakes of the early Carson City dimes. At the conven-
tion, a collector presented a fake 1873-CC No Arrows dime for examination
in VF condition. About a year ago I saw another fake of the same date grad-
ing about Good. Several months ago I saw a fake 1874-CC dime that was
purchased by a club member and have recently heard of others. Actually,
the problem with fakes of these dates is not really a problem because they
can be easily detected by anyone who will take the time to learn a few key
die characteristics of the genuine specimens. First, all of the genuine
1873-CC and 1874-CC dimes that I have seen have a die crack on the reverse
that runs from the right ribbon through both C's in the mintmark out into

the field to the left. This die crack has been visible on pieces that I have
seen that grade less than Good. An excellent picture of this characteristic
die crack is presented on the back cover of Kam Ahwash 's book on Seated
dimes. Another key to the early Carson City dimes is In the edge reeding.
All genuine Carson City dimes from 1871-CC to 1874-CC have only 89 reeds
as compared to 113 reeds for the Philadelphia pieces of this period. A col-

lector need not count the reeds on a questionable piece, but merely hold it

side by side with a Philadelphia piece and check to see if the reeds match on
the two coins. Any piece dated 1873-CC or 1874-CC without the die crack
through the mintmark or the unusual wide reeding should be viewed very
suspiciously by the seated collector. Fakes of these dates have been recent-
ly encountered and more are likely to surface.

OH The Editor.



A masterpiece
by a master craftsman.

Christian Gobrecht was truly a master craftsman. His Gobrecht Dollar is

one of the most beautiful pieces ever created.

Just as Gobrecht emphasized quality in his work, we emphasize quality

when we offer the coinage he designed. We have over 750 high qu2ility

Liberty Seated coins, includinq the pictured Gobrecht Dollar, all valued at

over $150,000.

In addition to offering a wide selection and high quality, all of our

seated coins are accurately graded and covered by our grading guarantee.

This means that when you order from us, you know before you receive the

coin that it is property graded.

So when you're looking for a masterpiece, look for our ads in tfie

leading numismatic publications. We'll have the Gobrecht designed coinage

you need in the quality you desire.

SteveIvy RareCoinCo.
The originator of the guaranteed grading •yatem

2001 Bryan Tower • Suite 2205 • Dallae, Texae 75201
(214) 747-9631 • WATS: (1) 800-527-4503

Any coin purchased from Steve Ivy Rare Coin Co., after May 1, 1975. will adhere to the standards

of the ANA Grading Board. If not, the full purchase price will be refunded to the original

purchaser within 30 days of the decision by the Grading Board.*

'This applies to the grade itselfand not to the degrees within thatparticular grade (I.e. AU(50) vs. Ch. AU(S5)). This allowt for legmrrtaU

dijerences in opinion. Steve /uy W<"« Coin Co retains the option of refundng your money or replacing wUh a tultabk coin.



Varieties of the 1876-CC Quarter
by

John McCloskey

Quarters were struck at the Carson City mint in only eight different years

more than a century ago. Over the years the first four issues from the

1870-CC to the 1873-CC have received most of the attention from collectors.

All are very rare, extremely difficult to locate in the higher grades and key

dates in the Seated quarter series. The other four issues, those from 1875-

CC to 1878-CC, are considered common by comparison. In this latter group
only the 1875-CC could be considered scarce. At the other extreme there is

the 1876-CC with a mintage of almost 5 million pieces. This date is readily

available in all grades from Good to Gem Uncirculated and is a common
date by anybody's standard. The story could end there but it is precisely

the large mintage that makes this date worthy of study. The reason is that

nobody really knows how many distinguishable varieties actually exist for

this date. Several books and auction catalogues have mentioned varieties

of this date but for the most part the descriptions have been vague and in-

complete. In the last few years I have attempted to make a list of the varie-

ties of this date and to record the differences among them as clearly as
possible. So far I have been able to document nine varieties but feel that

this list is far from complete as I can claim to have seen only a tiny fraction

of the available pieces of this date.

The obverse dies of the 1876-CC quarter are difficult to distinguish but
some variation may be recorded by noting the position of the date relative to

the obverse shield. There are ten stripes in the shield below the word
LIBERTY. The date is referenced to these stripes by extending a line up
along the right edge of the upright of the digit 1 until it intersects the edge
of the shield. The stripes are numbered one through ten, consecutively
from left to right. Notation is then made as to which stripe intersects the
edge of the shield over the right edge of the upright of the digit 1

.

Two reverse hubs were used in striking the 1876-CC quarters. The Type I

hub has an A in STATES with wide serifs, the A almost touching the two
T's on either side at the base. The Type II hub has an A in STATES with
short serifs, the A not close to the two T's at the base. For pictures and
more details on the two hubs see pages 17-19 of Issue #8 of the Journal.
Two sizes of mintmarks appear on the 1876-CC quarters. I have called

these the Small cc and the Large CC varieties. Each c in the Small cc mint-
mark is basically circular, measuring 0.7mm tail and 0.7mm wide. Each C
in the Large CC variety measures almost 1.0mm tall and is 0.7mm wide.
Pictures of the two mintmark varieties are shown for comparison.
Edge reeding also plays an important part in the varieties of this date.

Reference is frequently made to the 1876-CC quarter with fine reeding.
This variety has 153 reeds and is known only for this date. For more details
on the edge reeding of Seated quarters see pages 24-25 of Issue #10 of the
Journal.

With this background on the major die characteristics of 1876-CC quar-
ters, a description of each of the observed varieties will be given for future
reference.
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1.Type I reverse hub, Small cc mintmark, 153 reeds, a fine reeding vari-
ety. Unusual wide cc mintmark high in field. The two Cs are 0.7mm
apart with the right C appearing higher in the field. The left C is

0.5mm over the A and the rignt C is 0.7mm over the right side of the R.
This is the same reverse that was used to strike the 1870-CC to 1873-
CC quarters and is pictured on page 29 of Issue #8 of the journal. On
the obverse, the right edge of the digit 1 is under the 7th stripe.

2. Type I reverse hub, Small cc mintmark, 153 reeds, a fine reeding vari-

ety. Close cc mintmark high in field. The two Cs are 0.3mm apart and
level. The left C is 0.5mm over the center of the R, the right C cen-
tered over the space between RD. On the obverse, the right edge of

the digit 1 is under the 7th stripe.

3. Type I reverse hub, Large CC mintmark, 153 reeds, a fine reeding vari-

ety. Large CC mintmark, a little high in field. The two Cs are 0.3mm
apart and level. The left C is 0.4mm over the center of the R, the right

C centered over the space between RD. On the obverse, the right edge
of the digit 1 is under the 7th stripe.

4. Type II reverse hub, Small cc mintmark, 113 reeds. Small cc mint-

mark, high in field. The two Cs are 0.3mm apart and level. The left C
is 0.6mm over the center of the R, the right C over the left side of the

space between RD. On the obverse, the right edge of the digit 1 is

under the 6th stripe.

5. Type II reverse hub. Small cc mintmark, 113 reeds, Recut 6 in date.

Small cc mintmark, a little high in field. The two Cs are 0.3mm apart

and level. The left C is 0.4mm over the center of the R, the right C over

the left side of the space between RD. On the obverse, the right edge
of the digit 1 is under the 9th stripe. Recut 6 in date, the 6 first

punched a little too high.

6. Type II reverse hub. Small cc mintmark, 122 reeds, Recut mintmark.

Small cc mintmark, centered in field. The two Cs are 0.3mm apart and

level. The left C is 0.3mm over the upright of the R, the right C is par-

tially over the R and the space between RD. The right C first cut too

high and then corrected. On the obverse, the right edge of the digit 1

is under the 7th stripe.

7. Type II reverse hub. Small cc mintmark, 153 reeds, a fine reeding vari-

ety. Small cc mintmark, centered in field. The two Cs are 0.4mm apart

and level. The left C is 0.3mm over the upright of the R, the right C is

partially over the R and the space between RD. On the obverse, the

right edge of the digit 1 is under the 7th stripe.

8. Type II reverse hub, Large CC mintmark, 153 reeds, a fine reeding

variety. Large CC mintmark, high in field. The two Cs are 0.2mm
apart and level. The left C is 0.5mm over the left side of the R, the

right C partially over the R and the space between RD. On the ob-

verse, the right edge of the digit 1 is under the 8th stripe.

9. Type II reverse hub. Large CC mintmark, 153 reeds, a fine reeding

variety. Same reverse as previous variety but a later use of the reverse

die as evidence by numerous die cracks through the lettering. On the

obverse, the right edge of the digit 1 is under the 6th stripe.
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1876-CC Quarter, Large CC mintmark, Variety 3



This listing shows that the fine reeding variety can be found with both Small
cc and Large CC for each reverse hub. Contrary to what is usually printed,

my experience with this variety does not justify calling it rare. Infact with
six known varieties of the finely reeded quarter I would have to feel that the

variety would be relatively common and certainly would not command a

premium. Nevertheless the unusual reeding is interesting and I agree that

it does not appear on any other date in the Seated quarter series.

I have not previously seen a reference to Variety 6 with the recut mint-
mark. The doubling is strong and cannot be missed upon examination with
even 10X magnification. I would not consider this variety rare as I have en-
countered specimens of the variety from time to time. I have seen six such
pieces In the last few years.

Variety 1 is another interesting piece because it was struck from the

reverse of the early Carson City issues. I do not believe it is exceptionally

rare however because I have seen it pictured in several auction catalogues

and encountered several specimens at shows in the past few years. Inter-

estingly enough the pieces that I have seen were struck from a rusty obverse

die which lacks some obverse detail. The variety is known in Gem Uncir-

culated, such a specimen being sold as Lot #470 in the 1975 GENA salfi hv

Pine Tree Auction Co. on November 20, 1975.



Over the years the rare dates have received most of the attention from

collectors and dealers alike. They have been photographed time and again,

sonnetimes with detailed descriptions of die cracks and die scratches. The
common dates by contract are rarely photographed and seldom described

beyond giving date and condition. As a result there is still a great need for

research on many dates of Seated coins. Many varieties exist that have
never been adequately described or offered for sale at auction. It can take

many years for one individual to gather facts and data on only one variety

before he has enough experience with it to judge its rarity and value. As a

club, by sharing information and experiences, we can multiply the opportu-
nity to learn long undiscovered facts about the beautiful silver coins of the
last century. Numismatic research can be enjoyable and exciting, if one will

take the time to study the coins that he purchased on the numismatic
market.

The three pictures of the reverses of the 1876-CC quarters were taken by
Tom Mulvaney at Paramount International Coin Corp.

WANTED
Counterstamps, Box Dollars, Elongateds,

Love Tokens and related items

made on

CARSON CITY COINS
(Please, no other mints)

HAL V. DUNN
ANALM-946 LSCC313

P.O. Box 114 • Carson City, Nevada 89701

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

LiBCRTy &RTED COLLECTORSdm
NAME

ADDRESS,

CITY STATE ZIP

I'M A COLLECTORD DEALERD COLLECTOR/DEALERD

YOU MAYO MAY NOTD
SEND MY NAME AND ADDRESS TO OTHER CLUB MEMBERS,

I COLLECT BY DATE SEATED HALF DIMESD
OUARTERSa HALF DOLLARSD DOLLARSO

DIMESD

ALL SEATEDD

SIGNATURE DATE

Membership Fee - $5.00 per year plus $2.00 initiation

fee. Fill in the above and mail with $7.00 to:

Barbara Hatfield • P.O. Box 51 • Marlon, Indiana 46952
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LIBERTY SEATED QUARTERS

1839 VF-30 40.00

1841 VG-10 14.50

1841-0 VF-30 45.00

1842 VG-8 67.50

1843-0 VF.35 65.00

1844 XF-40 55.00

1844-0 XF-45 72.50

1845 XF-45 60.00

1847 XF-40 55.00

1847-0 VF-30 60.00

1848 FINE-15 30.00

1849 XF-45 65.00

1850 XF-45 95.00

1850-0 VG-10 21.50

1851 XF-45 95.00

1851-0 FINE-15 225.00

1852 VF-20 50.00

1852-0 FINE-12
dig on obverse 295.00

1853ARR XF-45 but

cleaned 67.50

1854 VF.20 17.50

1856-0 XF-45 nice

gold toning 70.00

1856-S VF-20 60.00

1857-0 XF-45 60.00

1858-0 VF-25 27.50

1859-0 XF-45 72.00
1860-0 XF-45 75.00

1860-S VG-8 95.00
1864-S FINE-12 250.00
1865-S VF-20 75.00

1867 FINE-12 135.00

1867-S VF-25 70.00

1870 VF-30 70.00

1871 XF-40 scr 60.00

1872 VF-30 47.50
1873 NA closed 3 very

scarce XF-40 240.00

1873 NA open 3 rare in this

high grade.

GEM BU-65 800.00

1873 AR VG-8 dark 15.00

1876 FINE-12 9.50

1877-CC FINE-12 12.00

1877-S VG-10 8.00

1879 VG-10 95.00

1880 XF-45 200.00

1882 VF-30 125.00

1883 VF-30 125.00

1884 VF-30 165.00

1889 FINE-15 100.00

1890 VG-10 39.50

1891-S FINE-15 12.50

Full 14 day return privilege on all coins. Approval service to fa-

miliar parties. I would suggest a phone call on the scarcer dates:

(817) 732-5978

BOB FOSTER
P.O. BOX 26166

FORT WORTH, TEXAS
76116
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ON THE COVER

Pictured on the cover of this issue is the obverse of an 1853-0 No Arrows half

dime. This variety is very rare In high grade and is always seen with a very

weak date. Note in particular that the digit 1 in the date is very high and
touches the base of the rock. The date slopes sharply downward with the

digit 3 well below the base of the rock. The specimen pictured has a clear

date but even in this grade the overall weakness in the area of the date is

evident. The reverse of the 1853-0 No Arrows half dime is pictured below.
Note in particular the position of the mintmark in relation to the letter M in

DIME and the ribbons above the bow. The piece pictured is the V-1 variety
as described by Valentine and is the only known variety of the 1853-0 No
Arrows half dime.
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U. S. COINS

TOP QUALITY

TOP RARITY

BOUGHT AND SOLD

WRITE FOR QUOTES

COMMISSIONS EXECUTED

AT MOST

MAJOR AUCTIONS - 5% FEE

JULIAN LEIDMAN
8439 GEORGIA AVE.

SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910

TEL. 301 . 585-8467



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I recently purchased four U.S.

climes from Rare Coin Invest-

ments & Co., Suite 21, 2628

Walnut Street, Penbrook,

Pennsylvania 17103 through

their mail auctions. All four

dimes, an 1871-CC in XF-AU,
an 1874-CC in XF-AU, an 1874-

CC in XF and a 1916-D in VF
were sent to ANACS and all

four were unable to be certi-

fied. In each case it was their

opinion that the coins had been

altered by adding the mint-

mark. The Secret Service was
notified and all four coins were
surrendered to government
agents. I sent letters to RCI

requesting a refund but re-

ceived no reply. I hired an at-

torney and took the case to

court. We won the case in Cali-

fornia but so far have been

unable to collect. We are pre-

sently exploring the possibility

of going to court in Pennsyl-

vania. Anyone wishing more
information on this subject

should contact:

John M. Davis

12713 Kornblum, #17

Hawthorne, California 90250

My only wish is to alert others

to this operation at RCI and

hopefully prevent others from

being hurt as I have.

John M. Davis

LSCC #158

I have recently handled what
appears to be an 1846/5 Phila-

delphia half dollar which is a

muling of Beistle's Obverse lb

and his Reverse C. Description

is as follows: Obverse - Small

date, no die breaks, the die un-

finished inside the 4 and within

the space above the right base
of the 4. A small horizontal

tine defect above the left base

of the 4. The remains of the

knob of the 5 show boldly in-

side the loop of the 6 at the

lower left, bolder than in the

photo of the 1846/5-0 half in

Kagin's Central States Sale,

Lot #680, May 12, 1978. This

die is also unfinished inside the

upper loop of the 6. The re-

mains of an earlier 8 protrudes

below the 8 in the date. Re-

verse - The reverse matches
Beistle's Reverse C in every

way. No die breaks, unfinished

between olive leaves and left

wing, between arrow heads
and openings in the letters

MERA and AF. Does anyone
have a similar coin? I would
appreciate any assistance in at-

tributing this coin.

John Griffin

LSCC #420
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TREASURER'S REPORT
LIBERTY SEATED COLLECTORS CLUB

Beginning Balance $ 477.06
Receipts:

New Members 41 1 .00

Renewing Members 1,054.50
Ad Receipts 680.00
Magazine Sales 123.00
Donations 95.00
Interest Income

. 25.93 2,389.43
Total Available $2,866.49

Disbursements:

Printing Expense 1,950.80

Postage & Office Expense 683.68

Room Rental Fee 26.13

A.N.A. Membership 6.25

Refunds 12.50 2,679.36

Cash Balance on 8/22/78 $ 187.13

NOTE:

There remains outstanding and due the club $20 for advertising

in Issue #12.

Respectfully submitted,

Barbara Hatfield

Sec./Treas. L.S.C.C.

Your comments on any of the articles, ads or club policies are invited.

This is your club and the Officers are dedicated to operating it on behalf

of the members. Address any comments to:

John McCloskey
Editor, Gobrecht Journal

5718 King Arthur Drive

Kettering, Ohio 45429
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"SPECIALIZING"

IN

LIBERTY SEATED

HALF-DIMES

DIMES

QUARTERS

BY DATE, VARIETY & GRADE

Want Lists Solicited.

Buying ail "Rare Coins" in my field.

Call, write or send for realistic offer.

KAMAL M. AHWASH
"Knowledge Through Research"

Numismatist

LM-ANA-1541

PNG-ANS-LSCC-PAST-PRES,

1 -(2 15)872-4936

112 S. Jackson St. • Box 422 • Media, Penna 19063



BUYING & SELLING

ALL RARE AND SCARCE

LIBERTY SEATED COINAGE

WE EARNESTLY SOLICIT YOUR WANT LIST

WE ARE IN NEED OF NICE GRADE COMPLETE OR NEAR

COMPLETE SEATED SETS AND/OR COLLECTIONS. QUICK

CONFIDENTIAL CASH ALWAYS AVAILABLE.

WE PAY 'TOP DOLLAR"

STOP BY OUR TABLE AT MOST

/WAJOR COIN SHOWS.

B & B COIN CO.
Bill Grayson * Bob Schweitzer

ANA — RCDA — ISNA — LSCC #1
105 S. MAIN ST. • FAIRMOUNT, IND. 46928

Phone (317) 948-41 11 or 41 12 (Coin Dept.)

10:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Monday through Saturday


